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Jatroduction

Several medical manuscripts in different libraries in India are lying unexplored.
A detailed survey and scrutiny of the manuscripts would help to throw light on the
history of Ayurve da and its development through various periods. This Institue has
taken up the collection of the information on medical manuscripts and also detailed
study of some of the manuscripts of medico-historical interest and importance.

Among the Ayurvedic classics, A~~iti.gahrdaya (Ahr) of Vagbhata seems to be
one with the largest number of commentaries. It shows the popularity of Ahr and
also the interest of the scholar -physicians during the medieval period. in interpre-
ting and commenting upon the popular classics. than in composing original works.
Specially in the regions of Andhra and Kerala. Ahr was very popular as known by
several manuscripts of this work, scattered all over the region: Many manuscripts
of Ahr are with notes in Telugu and translations in Telugu verse also appeared.

Harishastri Paradkar, in his introduction to the edition of Ahr listed 34
commentaries on Ahr and the present commentary does not find place in it. P. V.
Sarma has added ten more to this list. including the present Dipika of Udayaditya.
(The list of the Commenteries is given in the annexure).

Manuscript:

The manuscript now under study is a palmleaf manuscript preserved in the
Osmania University library. Only 9 leaves, written on both sides are available.
It is very unfortunate that only a small part is available from the fairly large
commentary on a popular comprehensive compendium.

The size of the leaves is 42 x 3.5 cms., and there are 8 lines per page with
about 64 letters to a line. The language is Sanskrit and the script is Telugu.
Handwriting is good and legible and appears not to be of a very old period. There
are several mistakes in the writing, as is common with many manuscripts.
Folios are numbered on one side but the number of one leaf is missing. The
numbers of the remaining leaves are 34, 43. 44. 52, 53, 54, 61 and 62. The unnum-
bered leaf appears to be one between 55 and 60. The condition of the leaves is
satisfactory but some letters are lost on the edges and also in the middle of leaves
bearing numbers 34, 43 and 44.

Other manuscripts of this commentary:

The New Catalogus Catalogorum furnishes the following information on the
commentary of Udayaditya on Ahr.
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Folio numbers: 34,44, 53, 54 and 62 (from above downwards)
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Reverse of folio numbers: 34.44. 53, 54 and 62 (from above downwards)
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Folio numbers: (No. missing). 43. 52 and 61 (from above downwards)
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Reverse of folio numbers: (No missing), 43, 52 and 61 (from above downwards)
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"Udyaditya alias Purandara or Suvarnapurandara, son of Midhavabhat\a of
Srlsthitagrama; a village now called Tinnanur in Chingleput district. C. Dipika
or Hrdayabodhika on A~!aIigahrdaya. GOML MT 4873 (b). Triv. C. VII.90"

It is known from the above that the copies of .the present work are available
in Trivandrum and Madras. On our efforts to get information and copies of manus.
cripts from these two places. we received some information. only from the Govern.
ment Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras. Brief notes on the 8' manuscripts of
commentaries of Ahr in the library are furnished and only two of them appear to
be related to the present work. The information furnished on the 8 manuscripts is
given in the annexure for general information to research workers. The first
manuscript in the annexure is said to be of Hr dayabodhika which is by Dasapandita
but is similar to that of Udayaditya. This may be due to the presence of sentences
and passages of Hrdayabodhika in Dipika and hence the second manuscript only
can be considered as the work of Udayaditya, However. this is again said to be
similar to the commentary by HatakaIika. The correct position can only be
known after a detailed study of the three manuscripts. The note appearing in the
New Catalogus Catalogorum on the name of the author as well as of the commen;
tary is probably based on the note of the Madras library. P.V. Sarma, in his list
of commentaries of Ahr also mentions the name of the author of Dipika as 'Purandara
(Udayaditya)' •

Author, Date and Place:

There are two Colophons in the text available to us. The colophon runs thus
'Hi sr'isthitagrama mak sikaranya janmano Madhavabhattasya sununa Udayaditya ,
naruna saIig~hltaya ma~~aIigahrdayadlpikayam nidane-v-adhyayah ',

(This is the th chapter in the nidana of Ahr d ipika by Udayaditya, son of
MadhavabhaHa. having his birth in the 'srlsthitagrama maksikjiranya'. In one
colophon Bhatt a is added to the name Udayaditya and an adjective 'vaidyapuran.
dara-, meaning king (of gods) of the physicians. is also found.

The note in the Catalogus Catalogorum mentions that Udayaditya belonged to
srlsthitagrama, a village now called Tinnanur in Chingleput district in Tamilnadu.
No evidences are available to us to establish the identity of the village Srlsthita.
grams. But the fact that this commentary follows the commentary of Dasapandita ,
who belongs to Kera'a, supports the view. The word grama means a village' and
hence the word srlsthita can be the name of the village. But the meaning of the
next part of the compound word -mak s ik aranya' is not clear. It is not known
whether or not the same compound word occurs in the other manuscripts. on
whose basis the note appeared in the Catalogus Catalogorum. Maks ik aranya
literally means "forest of the flies". There is a place known as Igalapenta near
Srlsaila. the abode of Lord Mallikarjuna and Goddess Bhramaramba, srIsaila
occupied an important position during the medieval period, Iga lape nta means
a village (or place of business or bazarv, of flies. Penta is the old form of peta,
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whicli is now also used to "mean a village. sris~il~ j;. situ;t~d in tb~, middle ()f

a big dense forest and the word 'forest' might have been used instead of
village. Could maksik aranya be the translation of Igalapenta and Srlsthita used
to d~:n()teSrisailasthita? If the same compound word occurs in the other manus-
cripts also. this view seems tobe more probable; also because in the compound
word 'srIsthi~agr~ma maksikaranyajanmana h", maksikaranya appears to be the
name of the village and riot Sdsthita.

The Catalogus Catalogorum mentions that Udayaditya was also called Puran,
dara or Suvarnapurandara. The name Purandara and Suvarnapurandara are not
found in these two colophons. The word Vaidyapurandara .. which' is only an
adjective to the author in praise of his mastership in medicine. is found. This
suggests the possibility of mistaking it to be the name of the author. if it is associa-
ted with some omission or mistakes of the scribe or the loss of letters in the copy
of the manuscript. In the absence of adequate evidence. it is doubtful whether
these two names i.e, Purandara and Suvarnapurandara. have any relation to the
name of Udayaditya. .

The put of the text available is very meagre to draw any conclusion with regard
to his time. It is unfortunate that not a single name of a beok or author or
commentary appears in the text. ./

Udayaditya clearly mentions tbat his commentary is a compilation and a
perusal of the text indicates that it is largely based on the commentary of Dasapan.,
dita, whose period is placed around 13th Century A.D. In view of this. it is possi-
ble to suppose tbat Udayiditya lived after 13th Century A.D.

Subject aDd Salient features:

The text in the nine leaves, written on both sides. is the commentary on the
following verses of the nidanasthana-

Chapter VI-lO to 28; Ch.X- 1 to 6; Ch.XI- 49 to the end; Ch.XII-l to 35;

Ch.XIII-l to 16; Ch, XIV-21 to the end; Ch. XV.I;

. The above verses relate to the nidana of the diseases; madatyaya(intoxication).
mada. prameha (Polyuria). raktagulma (a kind of uterine swelling related
to blood). vidradhi (tumour; noncinflammatory swelling). udara (swelling of ~bdo-
men ], kustha (a kind of skin disease). pan du (anaemia). svitra (leucodermaL and
krmi (worm infestation).

. Though Udayaditya compiled his commentary on the basis of Hr dayabodhika
qf Dasapandita, some ideas and statements of other commentators ~ike Arunadatta
a.nd Hemadri are also found. with no mention to their names.
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In the chapter on madatyaya, Vagbh~a says that food, if not used judiciously.
causes diseases and even death; and such use of intoxicants destroys trivarga (first three
of the four purusarthas-objectives of life for the human beings.i.e. dharma, artha,
kama and moksa} This is explained by Udayiditya as also indicative of becoming
the instrument for the fulfilment of trivarga. This explanation finds place in Sarvaliga.
sundari also.

Mehas (urinary diseases) are twe~ty-ten caused by the vitiation of the humour
kapha, six by pitta and four by vita. Dipika explains why the number twenty is men-
tioned again. when the total number is already made known by the separate numbers
of mehas. due to the three humours. It is to indicate that the two types of madhu-
meha (the last of the twenty) are to be considered under the term madhumeha only
and not to be enumerated separately making the total twenty one. Similarly it
explains that the ten types of mehas due to the vitiation of kapha are due to the
predominance of each of the ten qualities of kapha viz, sveta, slta, marta. picchila.
accha, snigdha. guru. madhura sandra and manda, Dlpika also divides the twenty
menas into two categoriesckramakrta and akramakrta, This division is mentioned
indirectly by Arunadatta and Dasapan dita also; while explaining the last verse of
the chapter, where the prognosis is reiterated.

In raktagulma the obstructed arta va (menstrual fluid) causes the abdominal
enlargement alongwith the appearance of the characteristic signs and symptoms of
pregnancy. Enlargement of abdomen is understandable, due to the obstructed
artava. but doubt arises as regards the appearance of other characlercstics of preg-
nancy. Dasapandita quotes one Agama!ika, which answers that it is due to the
influence of the place i.e. uterus, where the obstructed irtava lies. Dipika says
that the appearance of the characteristics is due to sarnkalpa (phsychologicaI influ-
ence); just in the same way the effects of poisoning are seen in individuals who
presume or feel that they are bitten by a poisonous insect or affected by poisoning.
However, he next gives the explanation of Agama~lka also. without mentioning the
name,

In the nidana of udara (diseases of the abdomen or stomach) it is said that all
diseases. particularly of the stomach are caused by the weak digestive power. While
describing the samprapti (Pathogenesis). it is mentioned that the humours vitiate
the prana and apina (divisions of vita), and anala (digestive fire) and obstruct the
passages etc. and cause udaras. The digestive fire is already mentioned as a
causative factor and its vitiation is again indicated under samprapti, DJpika says
that the first weak digestive fire is due to the ingestion of vitiated food materials,
whereas the la tter is due to that of three humours.

SUMMARY

There are more than 40 known commentaries on A~~angahrdaya. Of these acopy
of Dlpika by Udayiditya, with nine leaves is available in the Osmania University

';)
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Library. These leaves pertain to different chapters in nidanasthana. The language
is Sanskrit and the script is Telugu. From the colophons it is known that the
author, Udayaditya was the son of MadhavabhaHa. having birth in gri'sthitagrima,
The Catalogus Catalogorum identifies the village as Tinnanur in Chingleput district,
and also mentions that the author is known as Purandara or Suvarnapurandara.
But these require further evidence for confirmation.

The author says that his commentary is a compilation and it appears tbat it
follows the Hrdayabodhika of Dasapandita to a great extent. The text available
does not mention names of any book, author or commentary. Dasapandita is
laid to have lived before 18th century A.D. and hence the date of Udayiditya may
be placed subsequent to this period.

~if ~ ctT t0 ~ m arfU'fi' ri fqf~ ~ ~, ~<rit ~ ~~m 'tiT Q;'fi' "~"

m ~ ~T 13 ~, ~1<rr fCj~qfCj'ilTwft1:f ~ClCfi({1q if ~Qf ~, ~ ~ if, frr<rr.'T
~r-ftl1 fqfcnt 3T~ tn: iTCfiFi ~, \lfqT ~~ ~ am:f<:iftr ~, lJ;~ 'fiT ~<fiT ~ mer

~ ~ ctT ~'fi m \roI'lfu<r m ~1t~ ~ Tf ~ f;r;:{<fiT \;\r~~ ~ffIQCI"'(4i4if&1CfiT"{l1lf

ilCl141'141 ~, cg.~ ~~~~ if ~ ~14i" 'fiT qft:qq- ~tt W f"'l'({1lJ;e f~ 'fiT ~ ID1l
4d141'141 ~ siR: ~ "fiT lJ;~<r< 3T\Q"cH ~ ~ ~ If4T ~, fcfi;~, ~ ~T ctT ~ ~ ~
~ aR' m&-<rT ctT aM-m ~ ,

~Cfi it; 31'!«n: ~ iT'fiT ~~ ctT W ~ 311"( 00 ~ itm ~ ~ ctT wr m <mr-
~ ctT ~ orTf~ ~ ~ ai~ 0f1~ fct;lH If4T ~, SfTQ;f~ if fcrnT ~ lIT ~Cfi

ar-rcrr f.t;m iTCfiT 'fiT ~ ~l ~, <mr ~ <fiT«Jf4" ~~ cff mft ~ ~ il1;:rT ;;rHH ~, ~-

m<: ;;rC:41r~<"lf ~ ~ iIR m;:rr m ~ ~ ,

Grateful acknowledgements are due to the Librarian, Osmania University, Hydera-
bad. for permitting to refer and microfilm the manuscript and also to the Curator,
Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras for furnishing the information on
the manuscripts of commentary of Astangahrdaya in their library.
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ANNEXURE

Commentaries on AHaiJ.gah~daya

Autbor Name of the Commentary

Sarva iJ.gasundara
Ayurvedarasayana
Padarthacandrika
sasilekba or Indumati
Ahr, Udyota
Manojiia or Cintamani
Ahr. ~Ika
Abr. dlpika
Lalita
Vakyapradipika
Vijfieyarthaprakasika
Hrdayabodhika
Vagbhatartba Kaumudi
SaiJ.ketamaiijari
Pradipa
Vagbhatakhandanamandana
Andbra!lka
Abr. ~Ika

1. Arunadatta
2. Hemadri
3. Chandranandana
4. Indu
5. Asadhara
6. Todaramalla
7. Ramanatha
8. HatakaiJ.ka
9. SaiJ.kara

10. Paramesvara
11. Visvesvarapar;t<Jita
12. Dasapandita
13. SrlkpH\a~emalika
14. Darnodara
15. Yasodanandana Sarkar
16. Bhattanarahari
17. Ramanujacarya
18. Jejjata
19. Bhattaraharicandra
20. Vacaspatimisra
21. Manodayadityabhatta
22. BhaHa sri"ardbamina
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
:19.
30.
81.
32.
aa.
B4. Pt. Siv sarma
35. Himadatta
1l6. Iiivarasena
87. Vasudeva
38.

Manodayaditya bhattjya
Saroddhara
Balaprabodbika
Balabodhini
Karnati
Drllvidi
Sugata
Kerali
Pathya
Brhatpathya
vyakhyasara
Hr dya or Hrdyartha
Ahr. Vyakhya
siva Dfpika
Sarvahita mitradatta

Anvayamila
Brhatvyakhyasara
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89. Disciple of Niiriijau.ayogindra
40. Purandara (Udayiiditya)
41. Vagbha~a
42. ViHhalapa~~ita
43.
44. SrJkaJ?~ha

Dipika
vaiduryaka Bhasya
Dipika
Paiij ika
Alpabuddhiprabodhana

Short Descriptive notes on tbe Manuscripts of Astangahrdaya in the
Govt.Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras.

(1) R. 4873 (b) :

(2) R. 3699:

(3) R. 5385:

(4) R. 3419:

(5). R. 3782:

Ahr vyakbya - Hr dayabodhika FoIl. 19 a-63 (b) Leaf, Telugu
Script, Lines 8 in a page, injured.

Similar to the commentary described under R.No. 3699
ante. By Udayadityabhatta alias Suvarnapurandara, son of
Madhavabhatta of sri sthitagrama, a village now called Tinna,
nur in tbe Cbingelput District.

Breaks off in the sixth Adhyaya,

Ahr vyakhya - DIpika, Paper, Foll.58 Line 20 in a page, Deva ,
nagari, Good.

Similar to the commentary described R.No. 3266 ante. by
Hatak atika.

Contains the Adhyayas one to ten in the Sutrasthana,
but wants the beginning.

Ahr vy akhya - Paper, Foll.340 Lines 20 in a page. Devanagari,
Good.

Fol.la-340 a Fol. 340/ is left blank. Bound in Two
Volumes.

Contains 38 Adhyayas in Uttarsthana.

Ahr vyakhya, Paper, FoIl. 184 Lines 20 in a page, Devanagari
and Malayalam, Good.

Similar to the work described under R.No. 3266 ante.

Contains tbe Adhyayas 1 to 24 complete and 25 Adhyaya
of the Uttarasthana incomplete.

Ahr vyakhya _ Paper, Foll, 290 Lines 20 in a page, Devanagari
and Malayalam, Good.
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(6) R. 2804:

(7) R. 8212;

(1) R. 87

(2) R· 13266:

231
A commentary on the Ahr which work has been described under
No. 13072 of the Descriptive Catalogue Sanskrit Manuscripts
Vol. XXIII; contains the Adhyayas • in the Uttarasthana,

Ahr vyakhya.Paper, Foil. 128; Lines 20 in a page, Devanagari,
Good. A commentary on Ahr of Vagbhata which work has been
described under No. 13072 of the Descriptive Catalogue Sans.
krit Manuscripts Vol. XXIII. According to the Commentator.
Vagbha~a was a disciple of NarliyaJiayoglndra.

Breaks off in the 15th Adhyaya of Sutrasthana,

Ahr vyakhya. Foil. 22, Lines 20 in a page. Devanagari. Good.
Foil. J -2 Ia. Fol. 2lb contains the subject index of this work.
Fol. 22 is left blank.

Similar to the work described under R.No. 37 ante.

Contains complete fourth and fifth adhyayas in the
sarJrasthana and the sixth incomplete. The meaning of some
words is given in the Malayalam language.

Ahr vyakhya - Sarvangasundari, Paper 1"'011. 25 Lines 20 in a
page, Devanagari, Good. incomplete.

Ahr vyakhya _ Vakyapradipika, Paper, Foll. 57 Lines 20 in a
page, Devanagari, Good.

Foll. 1a.56a. Fol. 56b is left blank. Fol. 57 gives the
contents of this work.

Similar to the work described under R.No. 2898 ante.
by Paramesvara, who lived in the village of Asvattha situated
on the bank of the river Nila.

Contains the Nidanasthana only. complete.

Ahr vyikhya - Hrdayabodhika, Paper, Fol. 191 Lines 20 in a
page. Devanagari.

Foll. 4a.I91b. Fol. la-Bb gives the contents of work. A
commentary of sridharapa:{l~ita on Vagbhata's Ahr which work has been described
under No. 18072 of the Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts Vol. XXIII.
it is stated that the author of the Commentary was the pupil of Visudeva.

(8) R. 2898:

Breaks off in the 11th Adhyaya in the Sutrasthana.
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